Tax Storm

America is being swept with a Tax Storm;
a massive hurricane of blatant and
disguised taxes, stiff rules, tough
regulations, heavy penalties, and confusing
forms. With the nation already reeling it is
high time to find a strategy to weather the
gale and fight back. National Tax
Authority Karla Dennis is boldly and
proudly leading the charge! Tax Storm is
Karla Dennis newest book. It explains with
clarity, common sense and a touch of
humor how we got to this point with taxes.
Included are some famous tax stories, what
is coming along in this tax tumult, and how
to build a practical ark to protect yourself
and survive it all.
Mountains of tax
books appear every year. By April 16th
they are obsolete. Here is one volume you
can retain and refer to for years to come.
This is the one book on taxes you will
actually enjoy reading and sharing. It will
continue to bolster you against the
pounding of taxes through the coming
years.
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